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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the boundary value problems for the third-order nonlinear difference equation
13u(t − 2)+ a(t) f (u(t)) = 0, t ∈ [2, T + 2],
satisfying five kinds of different boundary value conditions. The Green functions are constructed carefully and their bounds are
evaluated. Some verifiable criteria for the existence of at least one positive solution and two positive solutions are obtained by
using the Green functions and the evaluations of bounds. Some examples are given to demonstrate the applications of the theorems
obtained.
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1. Introduction
Nonlinear difference equations always represent discrete models in economics, neural networks, ecology, computer
science etc. In recent years, many references have appeared in the study of nonlinear difference equations; for example,
see Agarwal, Eloe, Erbe, O’Regan, Henderson, Merdivenci, Zhang et al. [1–20], which include works on second-order
boundary value problems [4,12–14] (abbreviated as BVPs), third-order BVPs [2,7], n-th-order BVPs [3,5,8,11,15–17]
concerning the existence of positive solutions and the corresponding eigenvalue problems. Since the construction of
Green functions for difference equations may be more complicated and overloaded than that for differential equations,
in most situations, the Green functions are not given, but the bounds of Green functions are known, which play
important roles in the verifying of the existence of positive solutions for the given difference systems. But always,
the sufficient conditions for the existence of positive solutions depend on these bounds heavily. In this paper, we are
interested in constructing Green functions for a third-order difference equation, and trying to find delicate conditions
for the existence of positive solutions.
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Consider the following third-order difference equation:
13u(t − 2)+ a(t) f (u(t)) = 0, t ∈ [2, T + 2], (1.1)
satisfying one of the boundary value conditions
u(0) = u(1) = u(T + 3) = 0, (1.2)
u(0) = u(1) = 1u(T + 2) = 0, (1.3)
u(0) = u(1) = 12u(T + 1) = 0, (1.4)
u(0) = 12u(0) = 1u(T + 2) = 0, (1.5)
1u(0) = 12u(0) = u(T + 3) = 0. (1.6)
We assume that f : R+ := [0,∞) → R+ is continuous, and a(t) is positive, defined on [2, T + 2]. Here and after,
we use the following notations:
Z = {0,±1,±2, . . .}, N = {0, 1, 2, . . .};
[m, n] = {m,m + 1, . . . , n} ⊂ Z; ∀x ∈ R, [x] is the integer value function;
1u(k) = u(k + 1)− u(k), 1nu(k) = 1(1n−1u(k)), n ≥ 2, n ∈ N;
f α = lim
u→α
f (u)
u
, fα = lim
u→α
f (u)
u
, α = 0 or α = ∞.
We shall be concerned with the existence of positive solutions (including at least one positive solution and double
positive solutions) for BVPs of (1.1) satisfying one of the above boundary value conditions.
Please note that Eq. (1.1) is of a form which is like that of the neutral type of functional differential equation, and
has step delay in the third-order difference operator. On the other hand, we shall construct the Green functions for
the BVPs of (1.1) concretely in Section 2. This will be especially significant for guaranteeing the usability of our
theorems, and the examples given later illustrate this fact.
The following lemma is from [21] and can also be found in many references.
Lemma 1.1. Let B be a Banach space, K ⊂ B be a cone in B. Assume that Ω1,Ω2 are open subsets of B with
θ ∈ Ω1 ⊂ Ω1 ⊂ Ω2, and let the operator A : K ⋂(Ω2 \ Ω1)→ K be completely continuous such that either
(i) ‖Ax‖ ≤ ‖x‖, ∀x ∈ K ⋂ ∂Ω1, ‖Ax‖ ≥ ‖x‖, ∀x ∈ K ⋂ ∂Ω2, or
(ii) ‖Ax‖ ≥ ‖x‖, ∀x ∈ K ⋂ ∂Ω1, ‖Ax‖ ≤ ‖x‖, ∀x ∈ K ⋂ ∂Ω2.
Then A has a fixed point in K
⋂
(Ω2 \ Ω1).
2. Green functions and their properties
We first give a definition.
Definition 2.1. We say that ui (t) is a positive solution of BVP (1.1), (1.i) (i = 2, . . . , 6) if ui (t) satisfies
(i) ui : [0, T + 3] → [0,∞), and ui (t) 6≡ 0;
(ii) ui (t) =∑T+2s=2 Gi (t, s)a(s) f (ui (s)), t ∈ [0, T + 3];
where
G2(t, s) =

t (t − 1)(T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
2(T + 3)(T + 2) −
(t − s)(t − s + 1)
2
, 0 ≤ s < t,
t (t − 1)(T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
2(T + 3)(T + 2) , t ≤ s ≤ T + 3;
G3(t, s) =

t (t − 1)(T + 3− s)
2(T + 2) −
(t − s)(t − s + 1)
2
, 0 ≤ s < t,
t (t − 1)(T + 3− s)
2(T + 2) , t ≤ s ≤ T + 3;
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G4(t, s) =

t (t − 1)
2
− (t − s)(t − s + 1)
2
, 0 ≤ s < t,
t (t − 1)
2
, t ≤ s ≤ T + 3;
G5(t, s) =
t (T + 3− s)−
(t − s)(t − s + 1)
2
, 0 ≤ s < t,
t (T + 3− s), t ≤ s ≤ T + 3;
G6(t, s) =

(T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
2
− (t − s)(t − s + 1)
2
, 0 ≤ s < t,
(T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
2
, t ≤ s ≤ T + 3.
We can verify that ui (t) is a solution of BVP (1.1) and (1.i), i = 2, . . . , 6. Taking i = 2 as an example, we first
show that u2(t) satisfies (1.2):
u2(0) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(0, s)a(s) f (u2(s)) =
T+2∑
s=2
0 · a(s) f (u2(s)) = 0,
u2(1) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(1, s)a(s) f (u2(s)) =
T+2∑
s=2
0 · a(s) f (u2(s)) = 0,
u2(T + 3) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(T + 3, s)a(s) f (u2(s)) =
T+2∑
s=2
0 · a(s) f (u2(s)) = 0.
Secondly, ∀t ∈ [2, T + 2], we have
13u(t − 2) = u2(t + 1)− 3u2(t)+ 3u2(t − 1)− u2(t − 2)
=
T+2∑
s=2
[G2(t + 1, s)− 3G2(t, s)+ 3G2(t − 1, s)− G2(t − 2, s)] a(s) f (u2(s))
=
t−2∑
s=2
{
(T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
2(T + 3)(T + 2) · [(t + 1)t − 3t (t − 1)+ 3(t − 1)(t − 2)− (t − 2)(t − 3)]
− 1
2
[(t + 1− s)(t + 2− s)− 3(t − s)(t + 1− s)+ 3(t − 1− s)(t − s)
− (t − s − 2) · (t − s − 1)]
}
a(s) f (u(s))+ [G2(t + 1, t − 1)− 3G2(t, t − 1)
+ 3G2(t − 1, t − 1)− G2(t − 2, t − 1)]a(t − 1) f (u2(t − 1))+ [G2(t + 1, t)
− 3G2(t, t)+ 3G2(t − 1, t)− G2(t − 2, t)]a(t) f (u2(t))+ [G2(t + 1, t + 1)− 3G2(t, t + 1)
+ 3G2(t − 1, t + 1)− G2(t − 2, t + 1)]a(t + 1) f (u2(t + 1))
+
T+2∑
s=t+2
(T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
2(T + 3)(T + 2) · {(t + 1)t − 3t (t − 1)+ 3(t − 1)(t − 2)− (t − 2)(t − 3)}
× a(s) f (u(s))
= −a(t) f (u(t)).
Thus u2(t) satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). The other situations could be verified too, but we omit the details.
Here for i = 2, . . . , 6, we call Gi (t, s) the Green function of (1.1) and (1.i). The following lemma is from [5]
which gives a description of concavity for finite differences of the conjugate type.
Lemma 2.1. Let G(m, s) denote the Green’s function for the boundary value problem
1nu(m) = 0, m ∈ [0, T ],
u(0) = · · · = u(k − 1) = 0, u(T + k + 1) = · · · = u(T + n) = 0.
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Then for each s ∈ [0, T ], G(m, s) satisfies
(−1)n−kG(m, s) ≥
(
ν!
(T + 1) · · · (T + ν)
)
‖G(·, s)‖,
where ‖G(·, s)‖ = supm∈[0,T+n] |G(m, s)|, n ≥ 1, k ≥ 1 are integers and ν = max{k, n − k}.
Lemma 2.2. For i = 2, . . . , 6, we have the conclusions
0 ≤ Gi (t, s) ≤ gi (s), (t, s) ∈ [0, T + 3] × [2, T + 2],
Gi (t, s) ≥ Migi (s), (t, s) ∈ [2, T + 2] × [2, T + 2];
where
g2(s) = G2(τ (s), s), τ (s) =
[
4T 2 + 28T + 48− 4s
8T + 24− 4s
]
, M2 = 2
(T + 1)(T + 2) ,
g3(s) = (T + 3− s)(s − 1)2 , M3 =
2
(T + 1)(T + 2) ,
g4(s) = (2T + 6− s)(s − 1)2 , M4 =
1
(T + 1)(T + 2) ,
g5(s) = (T + 3− s)(T + 2+ s)2 , M5 =
2
T + 2 ,
g6(s) = (T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)2 , M6 =
2
T + 2 .
Proof. We first consider G2(t, s). ∀s ∈ [2, T + 2], we have from the expression of G2(t, s) that
0 ≤ G2(t, s) ≤ G2(s, s) for 0 ≤ t ≤ s.
Define a continuous function:
g(t, s) = t (t − 1)(T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
2(T + 3)(T + 2) −
(t − s)(t − s + 1)
2
, 2 ≤ s < t ≤ T + 3.
For given s, g(t, s) is a downward parabolic curve of t , and
∂
∂t
g(t, s) = (T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)
(T + 2)(T + 3)
(
t − 1
2
)
+ s − t − 1
2
.
Let ∂
∂t g(t, s) = 0, and we obtain t = 2T
2+12T+18−s
4T+12−2s , and thus [t + 12 ] = [ 4T
2+28T+48−4s
8T+24−4s ]. One can verify that
4T 2 + 28T + 48− 4s
8T + 24− 4s > s for 2 ≤ s ≤ T + 2.
Define
τ(s) :=
[
4T 2 + 28T + 48− 4s
8T + 24− 4s
]
, g2(s) := G2(τ (s), s).
We derive from the above arguments that
0 ≤ G2(t, s) ≤ g2(s), (t, s) ∈ [0, T + 3] × [2, T + 2].
On the other hand, ∀(t, s) ∈ [2, T + 2] × [2, T + 2], we have from Lemma 2.1 that
G2(t, s) ≥ 2
(T + 1)(T + 2) maxt∈[0,T+3]G2(t, s) =
2
(T + 1)(T + 2)G2(τ (s), s).
Therefore, the conclusion for i = 2 is proved.
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If i = 3, ∀s ∈ [2, 2+ T ], we have
0 ≤ G3(t, s) ≤ G3(s, s) for 0 ≤ t ≤ s,
G3(t + 1, s)− G3(t, s) = (T + 2− t)(s − 1)T + 2 ≥ 0 for t > s ≥ 2.
Hence we have
0 ≤ G3(t, s) ≤ G3(T + 2, s) = (s − 1)(T + 3− s)2 for t > s,
G3(t, s) ≤ G3(s, s) = s(s − 1)(T + 3− s)2(T + 2) ≤
(s − 1)(T + 3− s)
2
for t ≤ s.
Therefore,
0 ≤ G3(t, s) ≤ G3(T + 2, s) = (s − 1)(T + 3− s)2 , (t, s) ∈ [0, T + 3] × [2, T + 2].
On the other hand, we have
G3(t, s) = t (t − 1)(T + 3− s)2(T + 2) ≥
(T + 3− s)
T + 2 = G3(2, s) for t ≤ s,
G3(t, s) ≥ G3(s + 1, s)
= s(s + 1)(T + 3− s)
2(T + 2) − 1
= s(s − 1)(T + 3− s)
2(T + 2) +
s(T + 3− s)
(T + 2) − 1
= s(s − 1)(T + 3− s)
2(T + 2) +
(s − 1)(T + 2− s)
(T + 2)
≥ s(s − 1)(T + 3− s)
2(T + 2)
≥ T + 3− s
T + 2 = G3(2, s), for t > s ≥ 2.
Therefore,
G3(t, s) ≥ (T + 3− s)
(T + 2) = G3(2, s) ≥
(T + 3− s)(s − 1)
2
· 2
(T + 1)(T + 2) = M3g3(s).
The proofs of the conclusions for i = 4, 5 are similar, and we omit the details. Finally, we consider G6(t, s). One
can obtain from its expression that
0 ≤ G6(t, s) ≤ G6(s, s) = (T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)2 , (t, s) ∈ [0, T + 3] × [2, T + 2],
G6(t, s) ≥ G6(T + 2, s) ≥ (T + 3− s)(T + 4− s)2
2
(T + 2) , (t, s) ∈ [2, T + 2] × [2, T + 2].
Thus we complete the proof of this lemma. 
Remark 2.1. For G2(t, s), if T = 10, s = 3, then τ(s) = 8, and
1
132
G(8, 3) ≤ G2(t, 3) ≤ G(8, 3), ∀t ∈ [2, 12].
3. Positive solutions for third-order BVPs of (1.1)
Define B = {u|u : [0, T + 3] → R+} with a norm ‖u‖ = maxt∈[0,T+3] |u(t)|; then B is a Banach space. Let
Ci = {u ∈ B|u(t) ≥ 0, t ∈ [0, T + 3]; min
t∈[2,T+2] u(t) ≥ Mi‖u‖}.
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Then Ci (i = 2, . . . , 6) is a cone in B. Define
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (σ, s)a(s) =
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (σ (s), s)a(s) = max
t∈[0,T+3]
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (t, s)a(s),
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (ξ, s)a(s) =
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (ξ(s), s)a(s) = min
t∈[0,T+3]
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (t, s)a(s),
and Si : Ci → B by
Siu(t) =
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (t, s)a(s) f (u(s)), t ∈ [0, T + 3].
It is obvious that the existence of positive solutions for BVP (1.1), (1.i) (i = 2, . . . , 6) is equivalent to the problem of
fixed points of Si in Ci .
Lemma 3.1. Si (Ci ) ⊆ Ci and Si : Ci → Ci is completely continuous.
Proof. We only show the conclusion for i = 2, since the arguments for other cases are similar.
In fact, ∀u ∈ C2, we have from Lemma 2.2 that
0 ≤ S2u(t) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(t, s)a(s) f (u(s)) ≤
T+2∑
s=2
g2(s)a(s) f (u(s)) for t ∈ [0, T + 3],
and thus
‖S2u‖ ≤
T+2∑
s=2
g2(s)a(s) f (u(s)).
Furthermore, ∀u ∈ C2, we get
min
t∈[2,T+2] S2u(t) = mint∈[2,T+2]
T+2∑
s=2
G2(t, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≥ 2
(T + 1)(T + 2)
T+2∑
s=2
g2(s)a(s) f (u(s))
≥ 2
(T + 1)(T + 2)‖S2u‖,
i.e. S2(C2) ⊆ C2. The complete continuity of S2 comes from the continuity of f . We complete the proof. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume either
(i) 0 ≤ f 0 < 1∑T+2
s=2 gi (s)a(s)
, f∞ > 1Mi ∑T+2s=2 Gi (σ,s)a(s) , or
(ii) 0 ≤ f∞ < 1∑T+2
s=2 gi (s)a(s)
, f0 > 1Mi
∑T+2
s=2 Gi (σ,s)a(s)
.
Then BVP (1.1), (1.i) (i = 2, . . . , 6) has at least one positive solution in Ci .
Proof. We only show the conclusion for i = 3, since the arguments for other cases are similar. Here g3(s) =
(T+3−s)(s−1)
2 ,M3 = 2(T+1)(T+2) . For case (i), we have from f 0 = limu→0 f (u)u and condition (i) that there exists
H1 > 0 such that
f (u) ≤ 1
T+2∑
s=2
(T+3−s)(s−1)
2 a(s)
u for 0 ≤ u ≤ H1.
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Let Ω1 = {x ∈ B|‖x‖ < H1}. ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω1, if t ∈ [0, T + 3], we have
S3u(t) ≤
T+2∑
s=2
G3(t, s)a(s)
1
T+2∑
k=2
(T+3−k)(k−1)
2 a(k)
u(s)
≤
T+2∑
s=2
(T + 3− s)(s − 1)
2
a(s)
1
T+2∑
k=2
(T+3−k)(k−1)
2 a(k)
u(s)
≤ ‖u‖.
Therefore,
‖S3u‖ ≤ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω1. (3.1)
On the other hand, we have from f∞ = limu→∞ f (u)u that there is Ĥ2 > 0 such that
f (u) ≥ 1
M3
T+2∑
s=2
G3(σ, s)a(s)
u = 1
M3
T+2∑
s=2
G3(T + 2, s)a(s)
u, for u ≥ Ĥ2.
Let H2 = max{2H1, 1M3 Ĥ2} and Ω2 = {x ∈ B|‖x‖ < H2}. ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω2, we have ‖u‖ = H2,mint∈[2,T+2] u(t) ≥
M3‖u‖, and thus
S3u(T + 2) =
T+2∑
s=2
G3(T + 2, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≥
T+2∑
s=2
G3(T + 2, s)a(s) 1
M3
T+2∑
k=2
G3(T + 2, k)a(k)
u(s)
≥ ‖u‖.
Therefore,
‖S3u‖ ≥ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω2. (3.2)
By using (3.1) and (3.2), and Lemma 1.1, we know that S3 has a fixed point u in C3 ∩ (Ω2 \ Ω1), which is a positive
solution of BVP (1.1) and (1.3).
For case (ii), we have from f0 = limu→0 f (u)u that there exists H3 > 0 such that
f (u) ≥ 1
M3
T+2∑
s=2
G3(σ, s)a(s)
u for 0 < u ≤ H3.
Define Ω3 = {x ∈ B|‖x‖ ≤ H3}; then ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω3, we have f (u(t)) ≥ 1M3∑T+2s=2 G3(σ,s)a(s)u(t) and u(t) ≥ M3‖u‖
for t ∈ [2, T + 2]. Therefore,
S3u(T + 2) =
T+2∑
s=2
G3(T + 2, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≥
T+2∑
s=2
G3(σ, s)a(s)
1
M3
T+2∑
k=2
G3(σ, k)a(k)
u(s)
≥ 1
M3
M3‖u‖ = ‖u‖,
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which leads to
‖S3u‖ ≥ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω3. (3.3)
Since f∞ = limu→∞ f (u)u , there exists H˜4 > 0 such that f (u) ≤ 1∑T+2
s=2 g3(s)a(s)
u, for u > H˜4. We consider two
subcases:
(a) f is bounded;
(b) f is unbounded.
For subcase (a), let Q > 0 and f (u) ≤ Q for 0 < u < ∞. Define H4 = max{2H3, Q∑T+2s=2 g3(s)a(s)} and
Ω4 = {x ∈ B | ‖x‖ ≤ H4}. ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω4, we have
S3u(t) =
T+2∑
s=2
G3(t, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≤
T+2∑
s=2
G3(t, s)a(s)Q
≤
T+2∑
s=2
g3(s)a(s)Q ≤ ‖u‖, t ∈ [2, T + 2].
Therefore,
‖S3u‖ ≤ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω4. (3.4)
For subcase (b), let H4 > max{2H3, H˜4} be such that f (u) ≤ f (H4) for 0 < u ≤ H4. Define Ω4 = {x ∈ B |
‖x‖ ≤ H4}. ∀u ∈ C3 ∩ ∂Ω4, we have
S3u(t) ≤
T+2∑
s=2
G3(t, s)a(s) f (H4)
≤
T+2∑
s=2
g3(s)a(s)
1
T+2∑
k=2
g3(k)a(k)
H4 = ‖u‖.
Therefore, (3.4) holds too. By using (3.3), (3.4) and Lemma 1.1, we know that S3 has a fixed point u in C3∩(Ω4 \Ω3),
which is a positive solution of BVP (1.1) and (1.3). We complete the proof. 
Corollary 3.1. Assume either
(i) f 0 = 0, f∞ = ∞; or
(ii) f∞ = 0, f0 = ∞.
Then BVP (1.1), (1.i) (i = 2, . . . , 6) has at least one positive solution in Ci .
Example 3.1. Consider the following BVP:
13y(k − 2)+ 6[5k(k − 1)(T + 3− k)+ M]r (5y(k)+ M)
r = 0, k ∈ [2, T + 2],
y(0) = y(1) = y(T + 3) = 0,
where 0 < r < 1,M is a nonnegative real constant; f (y) = (5y+M)r is sublinear; a(k) = 6[5k(k−1)(T+3−k)+M]r . We
can verify that the condition (ii) in Corollary 3.1 is satisfied; thus the BVP has at least one positive solution in C2. In
fact, y(k) = k(k − 1)(T + 3− k) is a positive solution of the considered BVP.
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Example 3.2. Consider the following BVP:
13y(k − 2)+ 6[7k(k − 1)(11− k)+ 3]r (7y + 3)
r = 0, k ∈ [2, 7],
y(0) = y(1) = 1y(7) = 0,
where 0 < r < 1, and f (y) = (7y + 3)r is sublinear; a(k) = 6[7k(k−1)(11−k)+3]r . The condition (ii) in Corollary 3.1
is satisfied; thus the BVP has at least one positive solution in C3. For example, y(k) = k(k − 1)(11− k) is a positive
solution of the considered BVP.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that max{ f 0 , f∞} < 1∑T+2
s=2 Gi (σ,s)a(s)
, and
sup
ρ>0
[
min
Miρ≤x≤ρ
f (x)
ρ
]
>
1
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (ξ, s)a(s)
.
Then the BVP (1.1), (1.i) (i = 2, . . . , 6) has at least two positive solutions in Ci .
Proof. We only show the conclusion for i = 2, since the arguments for other cases are similar. Since
supρ>0[minM2ρ≤x≤ρ f (x)ρ ] > 1∑T+2
s=2 G2(ξ,s)a(s)
, there exist 0 < b1 < b2 < +∞ such that
f (x) >
1
T+2∑
s=2
G2(ξ, s)a(s)
b1 as
2
(T + 1)(T + 2)b1 ≤ x ≤ b1;
f (x) >
1
T+2∑
s=2
G2(ξ, s)a(s)
b2 as
2
(T + 1)(T + 2)b2 ≤ x ≤ b2.
Let Ωi = {x ∈ B | ‖x‖ ≤ bi }, i = 1, 2. ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω1, we have u(s) ≥ 2(T+1)(T+2)‖u‖ = 2(T+1)(T+2)b1 for
s ∈ [2, T + 2], and thus
S2u(ξ) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(ξ, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≥
T+2∑
s=2
G2(ξ, s)a(s)
1
T+2∑
s=2
G2(ξ, s)a(s)
b1 ≥ ‖u‖.
Therefore,
‖S2u‖ ≥ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω1. (3.5)
Similarly, we can derive that
‖S2u‖ ≥ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω2. (3.6)
On the other hand, we have from f 0 < 1∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
that there exists a1 : 0 < a1 < b1 such that
f (x) ≤ 1∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
a1 for x ∈ [0, a1]. Let Ω3 = {x ∈ B|‖x‖ ≤ a1}. ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω3, we have
S2u(t) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(t, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≤
T+2∑
s=2
G2(t, s)a(s)
1
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
a1
≤ a1 = ‖u‖, t ∈ [2, T + 2].
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Therefore,
‖S2u‖ ≤ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω3. (3.7)
Moreover, we have from f∞ < 1∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
that there exists d > 0 such that f (x) < 1∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
x for
x ∈ [d,+∞).
If f (x) is unbounded, there exists {βn} : βn → +∞ (n → ∞) such that f (βn) = max0≤x≤βn f (x). Choose
an integer N > 0 such that a2 := βN > max{b2, d}. Then we have max0≤x≤a2 f (x) ≤ 1∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
a2. Let
Ω4 = {x ∈ B | ‖x‖ ≤ a2}. ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω4, we have S2u(t) ≤ a2 = ‖u‖. Therefore,
‖S2u‖ ≤ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω4. (3.8)
If f (x) is bounded, suppose that f (x) ≤ M < +∞. Let a2 = M∑T+2s=2 G2(σ, s)a(s) + b2, and Ω4 = {x ∈ B |‖x‖ ≤ a2}. Then we have
f (x) ≤ M < 1
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
a2 for x ∈ [0, a2].
Thus we can also have (3.8). (3.5)–(3.8) and Lemma 1.1 lead to the conclusion that BVP (1.1), (1.2) has two positive
solutions u1, u2 ∈ C2 satisfying a1 ≤ ‖u1‖ ≤ b1 < b2 ≤ ‖u2‖ ≤ a2. We complete the proof. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that min{ f0, f∞} > 1Mi ∑T+2s=2 Gi (σ,s)a(s) , and
inf
ρ>0
[
max
Miρ≤x≤ρ
f (x)
ρ
]
<
1
T+2∑
s=2
Gi (σ, s)a(s)
.
Then the BVP (1.1), (1.i) (i = 2, . . . , 6) has at least two positive solutions in Ci .
Proof. We only show the conclusion for i = 2, since the arguments for other cases are similar. Since
infρ>0[maxM2ρ≤x≤ρ f (x)ρ ] < 1∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
, there exist 0 < a1 < a2 < +∞ such that
f (x) ≤ 1
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
a1 as
2
(T + 1)(T + 2)a1 ≤ x ≤ a1,
f (x) ≤ 1
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
a2 as
2
(T + 1)(T + 2)a2 ≤ x ≤ a2.
Let Ωi = {x ∈ B | ‖x‖ ≤ ai }, i = 1, 2. Then ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω1, we have u(s) ≥ 2(T+1)(T+2)‖u‖ = M2a1. Therefore,
S2u(t) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(t, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≤
T+2∑
s=2
G2(t, s)a(s)
1
M2
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
a1
≤ ‖u‖, t ∈ [2, T + 2],
which leads to
‖S2u‖ ≤ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω1. (3.9)
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Similarly, we can derive that
‖S2u(t)‖ ≤ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω2. (3.10)
On the other hand, we have from f0 > 1M2
∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
that there exists d1 : a1 > d1 > 0 such that
f (x) ≥ 1
M2
∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
x for x ∈ [0, d1]. Let Ω3 = {x ∈ B|‖x‖ ≤ d1}; then ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω3, we have
S2u(σ ) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≥
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
1
M2
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
M2‖u‖ = ‖u‖,
which leads to
‖S2u(t)‖ ≥ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω3. (3.11)
Moreover, we have from f∞ > 1
M2
∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
that there exists d2 : d2 > a2 > 0 such that f (x) ≥
1
M2
∑T+2
s=2 G2(σ,s)a(s)
x for x ∈ [d2,+∞). Define Ω4 = {x ∈ B|‖x‖ ≤ d2}. ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω4, we have
S2u(σ ) =
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s) f (u(s))
≥
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
1
M2
T+2∑
s=2
G2(σ, s)a(s)
u(s) ≥ ‖u‖,
which leads to
‖S2u‖ ≥ ‖u‖, ∀u ∈ C2 ∩ ∂Ω4. (3.12)
By using (3.9)–(3.12) and Lemma 1.1, we confirm that the BVP (1.1) and (1.2) has at least two positive solutions
u1, u2 ∈ C2 satisfying d1 ≤ ‖u1‖ ≤ a1 < a2 ≤ ‖u2‖ ≤ d2. We complete the proof. 
Corollary 3.2. Assume either
(i) infρ>0[maxMiρ≤x≤ρ f (x)ρ ] < 1∑T+2
s=2 Gi (σ,s)a(s)
, f0 = +∞, f∞ = +∞; or
(ii) supρ>0[minMiρ≤x≤ρ f (x)ρ ] > 1∑T+2
s=2 Gi (ξ,s)a(s)
, f 0 = 0, f∞ = 0.
Then the BVP (1.1), (1.i) (i = 2, . . . , 6) has at least two positive solutions in Ci .
Example 3.3. Consider the following BVP:
13y(k − 2)+ 6
k2(k − 1)2(14− k)2 exp k(k − 1)(14− k) y
2(k)e−y(k) = 0, k ∈ [2, 9],
y(0) = y(1) = 1y(9) = 0;
where f (y) = y2e−y, a(k) = 6k2(k−1)2(14−k)2 exp k(k−1)(14−k) , and f 0 = 0, f∞ = 0. By Corollary 3.2, we need to find
ρ > 0 such that minM3ρ≤x≤ρ
f (x)
ρ
> 1∑T+2
s=2 G3(ξ,s)a(s)
. Noting that f (y) is nonincreasing on y ∈ [2,+∞), choosing
M3ρ ≥ 2 (i.e. 28×9ρ ≥ 2, ρ ≥ 72), we have from the property of f that f (y) ≥ ρ2e−ρ, 136ρ ≤ y ≤ ρ. Therefore, we
only need to verify that
ρ2e−ρ ≥ ρ
9∑
s=2
G3(2, s)a(s)
,
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which is true as 72 ≤ ρ ≤ 352. We conclude that the considered BVP has two positive solutions y1, y2 such that
0 < ‖y1‖ < ρ ≤ ‖y2‖. In fact, we have 0 < ‖y1‖ ≤ 72 and ‖y2‖ ≥ 352. Note that y2(k) = k(k − 1)(14 − k) is a
positive solution and ‖y2‖ = 360.
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